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Abstract
Unquestionably, communicating entities (objects, or things) in the Internet of Things (IoT) context, are acquir-

ing an active role in human activities, systems and processes. The high connectivity of intelligent objects and
their severe constraints lead to many security challenges, which are not included into the classical formulation of
security problems and solutions. "Security Shield for Internet of Things" has been identified by DARPA (Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency) as one of the four projects with a potential broader impact larger than
the Internet itself 1. To help interested researchers to contribute to this research area, an IoT security roadmap
overview is presented in this work based on a novel cognitive and systemic approach. The role of each component
of the approach will be explained and interactions with the other main components of the proposed scheme and
their impact on the overall system will be detailed. A case study will be presented to highlight components and
interactions of the systemic and cognitive approach. Then, security questions about privacy, trust, identification
and access control will be discussed. According to the novel taxonomy of IoT framework, different research chal-
lenges will be highlighted, important solutions and research activities will be exposed, and interesting research
directions will be proposed. In addition, current standardization activities will be surveyed and discussed to
ensure security of IoT components and applications.
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1. Introduction

The long history of the Internet started in
the 1950s following the development of electronic
computers. Packet switched networks as the
ARPANet were developed in the 1960s and the
1970s by using a variety of protocols to join to-
gether separate networks. In the 1980s, the In-
ternet protocol suite (TCP/IP) was standardized,
and the concept of the Internet as a world wide
network was introduced. In the 1990s, thanks to
the introduction of almost instantaneous commu-
nications, the Internet has led to a real revolution
of everyday life domains shown in a wide variety
of popular networked applications.

The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) was
introduced in 1999 [1], after the explosion of the
wireless devices market, and the introduction of
the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and
the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) technologies.
IoT concept aims at connecting anything, anyone,
at anytime in anyplace. It involves things or ob-
jects such as sensors, actuators, RFID tags and
readers, to permit interaction between the phys-
ical and virtual worlds. An illustrative example
of IoT application in a smart factory is shown
in figure 1. In this system, we can distinguish
four main components: person, process, techno-
logical ecosystem and intelligent objects. Defi-
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